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SCHOOL NEWS

Wanted: Lessons That Are Fun
BY BEVERLY PERKINS

J

ust before the holidays, fourth-grade students
from the City of Pembroke Pines Charter East
Campus participated in a fun lesson as part of the
Kids and The Power of Work (KAPOW) program.
The unique collaboration between the school district,
generous local businesses partners, dedicated volunteers, and eager South Florida schools introduce and
expose students to career awareness through professionally designed lessons taught by volunteers in the
classroom and on work sites.
“The KAPOW program bridges the gap between
what students learn at school and how it applies to
the real world of work. The program exposes students
to various careers they never knew existed and

allows them to have practical goals for the future.
Our volunteers connect with kids by sharing their
pathway to success and becomes a valuable mentor in
the classroom,” explained Tania Reynolds, KAPOW
Program Director.
Students from Ms. Mercedes Becerra’s class had
the opportunity to learn from KAPOW volunteer and
Wells Fargo Manager Juana Pecoraro. The lesson entitled “My Perfect Job” built upon the previous lesson
about what work is and what skills one must acquire
in a chosen field. This time they were asked what they
wanted to be when they grow up, what their dream
job would be, and how they would accomplish being
successful in that career choice.
“Students interviewed each other on what things
they like to do as well as things that they do well,
things people need and want, and what their perfect
job would be based on their explanations. Once
all students shared and completed the handout, I
explained that they would be placed into groups
to create a business based on what the individuals
within the groups enjoy doing and what their common interests were,” stated Becerra.
The lesson cumulated with the eager students
creating their very own “Help Wanted” advertisement.
It even expanded into what educational level and
experience was needed as well as pay. They began

designing their ads on computers with all their information plus graphics.
“I absolutely love being a part of KAPOW! I believe
that all children should be able to dream about their
future and all the possibilities that they can gain in
their lives. I think that if we spread more awareness
about how school is essential and just a stepping stone
to real-world, then students will be more vested in
their learning, not just with reading, mathematics,
science, etc, either, but with work ethic, compassion,
teamwork, and communication. The students in
my class love working on the KAPOW activities and
teacher created projects, and its relevance to the real
world,” added Becerra.
KAPOW is always looking for a business or individual volunteers,
as well as schools interested in participating in the program. For
more information about volunteering or how your school can participate, email KAPOW Program Director Tania Reynolds at taniakapow@gmail.com or call 305-338-5548.
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